An Adaptive-Focusing Algorithm
for a Microwave Planar PhasedArray Hyperthermia System
Alan ].Fenn, Chris J. Diederich, and Paul R. Stauffer
• We have experimentally investigated the use of adaptive-focusing techniques
in the hyperthermia treatment of cancer. Gradient-search adaptive-focusing
software developed at Lincoln Laboratory has been implemented on a
commercial microwave hyperthermia planar phased-array antenna system at the
University of California at San Francisco (UCSF). The system, manufactured by
Labthermics Technologies, Inc., consists of 16 independent amplitude/phasecontrolled waveguide antenna elements operating at 915 MHz.
In the experiments, conducted at UCSF, a method of steepest-ascent
gradient-search feedback algorithm was used to control the hyperthermia array
phase shifters and focus the transmitted radiation beam at a hypothetical tumor
site in a muscle-equivalent sugar/saline liquid phantom. A feedback probe,
embedded in the phantom, measured the resulting electric field (E-field)
generated by the antenna array. The measured data indicate a significant
increase in the focal-region field strength with a rapid convergence of the
adaptive-focusing algorithm in 10 to 15 iterations. From the measurements, the
maximum useful heating depth in thesugarlsaline phantom is estimated for the
915-MHz system at about 3 em.
are well known for
their ability to improve, in real time, the performance of communications and radar systems [1-4]. Recen dy, adaptive array techniques have
been applied in the medical field for the hyperthermia treatment of deep-seated tumors [5-12]. (For an
introduction to hyperthermia treatment, see the box,
"Treating Cancer with Hyperthermia," on the following page.) With an adaptive radio frequency (RF) or
microwave hyperthermia array, it is possible to control the electric field (E-field) automatically at multiple positions within the target body [5-12]. The Efield radiated by a hyperthermia phased array can be
minimized (nulled) and maximized (focused) at desired target positions by adaptively adjusting the transmit amplifiers and phase shifters of the hyperthermia
apparatus. Multiple adaptive E-field nulls and adap-
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DAPTIVE ARRAY ANTENNAS

tive focusing were experimentally demonstrated at
the State University of New York (SUNY) Health
Science Center on a modified commercial RF hyperthermia system. In the experiments, gradient-search
software, developed at Lincoln Laboratory, was used
to control the generated E-field of the Sigma-60
(manufactured by BSD Medical Corp. of Salt Lake
City, Utah), an annular phased-array antenna system
operating at approximately 100 MHz [9-14]. Details
of the SUNY experiments have been reported in an
earlier issue of this journal [11].
Subsequent to the SUNY experiments, the same
gradient-search algorithm was implemented on a different commercial hyperthermia system-the
Microtherm-lOOO (manufactured by Labthermics
Technologies, Inc., of Champaign, Illinois), a planar
phased-array microwave antenna system operating at
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TREATING CANCER WITH HYPERTHERMIA
malignant
cumors is often a difficult task.
The objective is to reduce or
completely remove the tumor
mass through the use of one or
more modalities, commonly sur·
gery, chemotherapy, and radiation
therapy [11. One particular meth·
od used in conjunction with another modality is hyperthermia
[1-6], in which a tumor is heated
to diminish it.
Hyperthermia treatment requires a controlled thermal dose
distribution. Typical localized
hyperthermia temperatures that
are necessary for the therapeutic
treatment of cancer are in the
range 42.5° to 45°C. (The nor·
mal temperature of human tissue
is 3rc.) During treatment, sur·
rounding healthy tissue should
be kept :1.( temperamres below
42.S°C. The most difficult aspect
of inducing hyperthermia with
either electromagnetic or acous·
tic (ultrasound) waves is producing sufficiem heating at the site
of a tumor, especially a deepseated one, without damaging any
healthy tissue.
Fordecuomagnetic hyperthermia tre:Hmem, muhiple-antenn:I
radio frequency (RF) or microwave hyperthermia :Irrays :Ire
commonly used to provide a focused main beam at the tumor
site. A focal region should be concentrated at the tumor with minimal energy delivered to the sur-

THE TREATMENT OF

rounding normal tissue. Because
the hyperthermia antenna beam·
width is proportional to the wavelength, a small focal region suggests that the wavelength be as
small as possible. Due to propagation losses in tissue, however,
the penetration depth decreases
with increasing transmit frequency. Typically, for noninvasive
phased arrays an operating frequency close to 100 MHz is rec·
ommended for the heating of
deep-seated tumors and a frequen.
cy close to 900 MHz for the heat·
ing of shallow tumors.
A typical clinical RF or micro·
\V:lve hyperthermia treatment con·
sisrs of several [Wo~hour sessions
spread over a period of weeks.
During the first hour of a session,
Jnsrrumentation to monitor tern·
perature and other vital signs is
attached to the patient. Next. for
about 15 minutes, the hyperthermia equipmem is turned on
and adjusted to achieve the desired temperature in the tumor.
The adjustments to the hyperthermia equipment can consist of
changes in the transmit power level (for single-antenna devices). or
changes in both the transmil power level and phase (for multipleantenna devices). The tumor is
then heated for approximately
45 minutes by radiated e1ectromagnetlc energy to a temper:lture
of 42.5° to 45°C. Note thar, in
order to limit the overall length

of the treatment sessions to tWO
hours, only a maximum of 15
minutes is available for adjusting
the hyperthermia equipment to
achieve the ideal electric field (E·
field) distribution for a particular
patient.
Current clinical operation of
commercial hyperthermia ph~d
array devices allows limited manual control of the array transmitantenna amplitude and phase.
Although this manual trial-and·
error method can achieve some
improvement in the E-field distribution, automatic adjustment
techniques, such as those offered
by adaptive arrays, are desirable
because of their promise of faster operation and bene.r E-fidd
distributions.
Several journals have published
special issues 011 the acoustic and
electromagnetic hyperthermia
treatment of cancer [6-81. and
various articles have investigated
the widely differing methods for
improving such treatment. For ex:Imple, many studies [7. 9-12J
have shown thal phased arrays can
be used to produce improved therapeutic field distributions: researchers have demonstrated that
phase comrol can synthesize improved RF t:ldiation patterns
withom adaptive control of the
transmit-array weights, and that
transmit-array weights (defined
here as amplitude and phase states
associ:Iled with a transmir chan-
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nell can be adaptively controlled
[Q maximize the tumor temperature (or microwave power de:li\l~
ered LO a tumor). while minimizing the surrounding [issue
temperarure (or microwave power delivered to the surrounding
tissue). It has also ~en shown
that ulrrasound receive feedback
sensors [l3] and a pseudoinverse

pattern synthesis method can be
used to geneme multiple focal
points wirh a phased-array hyperthermia applicator [14, 151. Other studies [16, 17J and several conference articles [18-20] have
investigated the theoretical bene~
fit of using near-field adaptive
nulling [21-24] with noninvasive
auxiliary dipole sensors to reduce

the E-field intensity at selected
positions in a target body while
maintaining a desired focus at a
tumor site. In particular, multiple adaptive E~field nulls were
used to show a theoretical reduction in hot spots for a homoge~
neous elliptical phantom target
surrounded by a water bolus and
hyperthermia ring array [18-20].
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915 MHz. Expcrimc=nts were conducted at the Uni·
versity of California at San Francisco (UCSF) Radiation Oncology Depanmem in which the algorithm

nulling as well as adaptive focusing while the UCSF
experiments considered just adaptive focusing.

was used for com rolling !.he hyperthermia array phase

Background

shifters to focus the transmim:d radiation beam :11 a
hypothetical tumor site in :l sugarfsalinc liquid phantom (dielectric losses of 3 dB/em). The UCSF experiments are the subject of this article.
~eT21 major differences exist bc=rween the SUNY
and UCSF experimenrs. In panicuJar, the hyperthermia equipment uso:l in the two experimenrs had differem transmit frequencies (tOO MHz versus 915
MHz) 2nd array geometries (annular versus planar).
BecauS(: of the difference in transmit frequencies. the
SUNY experimcnts investig:ncd thc treatment ofdcepseated {Umors (depth gre:llcr [han about 10 em) while
the UCSF experimentS wcre concerned with shallow
tumors (depth less than about 3 em). In addition. the
SUNY experimenrs investigated the use of adaptive

Microwave antenna applicators have frequently been
considered for inducing localized hyperrhermia 10
superficialwmors located 011 lile chest wall and head
and neck regions. For single~aperrure applicators, however, the power-deposition patterns are often limited
to effective heating well within the apenure boundaries [lS-18). (Note: The power-deposilion patterns
are also referred to as [he specific absorption rate
(SARl, which is equal to Yza 1£1~/p, where £is the Efield, G is the elecuic.,1 conductivity of the [issue, and
p is the tissue density.) With 915-MHz microwave
radiation, for example, ::t waveguide applicllor has a
heating deplil limited to less Ihan 3 em and l::tteral
heating dimensions of 3 [0 5 em-insufficient to
treat many tumors [191. The he<tting depth is limilcd

16-channel microwave transmitter

Sugar/saline liqUid phantom

FIGURE t. The Microtherm-IOOO (manufactured by Labthermics TechnologIes, Inc., of Champaign. III.), a 915MHz microwave planar phased-array hyperthermia system used in experiments at the University of California
at San Francisco (UCSF) Radiation Oncology Department.
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to only about 3 em because the dielectric loss of915MHz radiation in lissue is typically 3 dB/em. From
previous experiments, researchers have found that a
predictor of good lOCI! healing comrol is to use the
50% iso~SAR coverage (laterally and with depth) of
the tumor (20].
Several mtthods for improving the SAR heating
patterns of single-aperture hyperthermia devicts are
under investigation. For example, microwave-absorbing saline-filled boluses can shape the hearing panern
of a waveguide applicator, as has been demonstrated
in Sherar et al. [211. Mechanically scanned microwave applicators have also been used to shape ,he
power-deposition pattern (19, 22, 231.
Another method of improving the SAR he'Hing
pattern is to use muhiple.aperture arrays (24-431.
Researchers have found that phased-array applicators
an be used to shape the power-deposition pallern
produced by planar (19. 22. 44. 45J and conformal
arrays [46,471. And stud its 10 improve penelration
deplh with phased :trrays by COlli rolling the phase and
amplitude ofeach array clement have been conducted

[44,45,481,
In our experiments, we: have used the Microthenn.
1000-a hyperthermia microwave system with 16
alllennas (Figure I) [491. By transmitting close to the
patient with a planar array, the system is able to
obtain superficial heating over large (approximately
15 x 15 em) as well as small (approximately 3.5 X3.5
cm) areas. depending on the array amplitude illumination function. Figure 2 shows the 15 x 15-cl11
planar array wilh its 16 square waveguide eIemenls
operating al 915 MHz. The 16 independent variable
power amplifiers drive: Ihe waveguides, and each of
the 16 active channels has an electronically controlled
variable-phase shifter 10 focus the array. A cool~water
bolus between the: patient and the phased array
prevents excess healing of the skin surF.1ce. The bolus
is filled with circulating deionized water, which has
a very low microwave propagation loss of abom
0.3 dB/cm.
Previously, UCSF had evaluated (in experiments
with phantom materials such as deionized water and
muscle-equivalent liquid, and with animals) a system·
atic-se:lrch, iterative focusing algorithm for phased.
array control of the Microtherrn-1000 [501. The E·
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FIGURE 2. The Microtherm·l000 system: (8) footprint and
(b) cross section 01 applicator.

field probe used in the UCSF measurcments was :t
short dipole with a semiconduaor diode detector
(51-54). (Note: Thc Microtherm-IOOO currently does
not supply [·ficld probes to monitor clinical hy~r
lhcrmia treatments; however, as the currcnt measuremems indicatc. an E-field probe could be added to
Ihe system 10 provide feedback signals to the adaptive
algorithm. In theory. with 16 independent transmit
channels. the [-field rndiation pattern can be controlled at up to 16 poims [in the radiation field! by
llsing a feedback signal measured at each point.) In
,OlUWI8 XUlurl2 IIU
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Hyperthermia array
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I

Weight
commands
(amplitude/phase)

Adaptive·
focusing
algorithm

Signal processor

FIGURE J. Adaptive-focusing hyperthermia system concept.

this aniclc. we investig:nc an alternative Clndidate
algorithm for the ad:tptive focusing of the Microthcrm1000. Developed by Lincoln l...:tboratory. the computer algorithm uses a gradient search based on the
maximization of the signal that is received by an Efield sensor positioned within a tumor.
Theory

Adnptiw.Focusing Hyptrtbamin SyJum COtlctpt
The concept of an adaptive.focusing hyperthermia
SYSlem is shown in r-igure 3. To generate the desired
E-ficld disrribulion with a clinical ad:tptive hyperthermia system, a field probe is positioned as closely
as possible to the lllmor site and the hypenhermi:t
array is focllsed to produce the required field intensity
at that site. The probe provides feedback from which
the: adaptive.:trray weights W II COln be adjusted to control the: amplirudes A and phases ~ of the individual
antenna elemenfs such that the energy received 3( the
tumor sile is maximized. (NOIe: Although Figure 3
shows only one field probe. an array of probes may be
u=l.)
Adnptiz~ Tmmmil·A"ay

Consider a

FontmlllliolJ

hy~rth~rmia

array with N

am~nna

m~nlS

e1e(N '" 16 for the Microth~rm-l 000 system).
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The input signal to each of the N array elements is
obtained from the amplitude and phase:.adjusted signal distributed by a power divider network. The number of adapt ive chan ncls is assumed to be equal 10 the
number of transmit antennas N.
Commonly, the weights are constrained to deliver
a required amoul1l of power to the hyperthermia
array or the tumor, For simplicity in the experimental
adapdve-hypcflhcrmia-arr.lY comrol software, we con~
strain the weights such that

",'
where lw"l is the transmit-weight magnitude for the
11th adaptive channel and Kis a constant. To generate
an adaptive phase focus. a gradient-search algorithm
can be used to control the transmit weights (phase
shifters).

Cmditm·Srl1rch Algorithm
Gradient-search algorithms are commonly used in
adaptive-array appliCltions, particularly when the
channel-Io-channel correlation of the antenna de·
mems Clnnot be Cllculated or measured. W'ith a gradient search, only the received power at the E-ficld
probe(s) is measured and used as a feedback signal to
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the algorithm. Ekc3u~ the M icrothenn-l 000 system
at UCSF measures only me received E-field power. it
is appropriate to consider a gradient-search algorithm
for the application.
GradienBearch algorithms control the transmit
weights iter.ttivdy to maximize (focus) the microwave
signal received by the field pro~(s). Transmit-array
phase: shifters are adaptively changed in small increments (the process is called dithering) and the received power at the pro~(s) is monitOred to determine the phase settings that will increase the power
most rapidly to a maximum. A wide variety of gradi.
ent searches exiSts [55-60); in our work we have used
a standard method ofsteepest ascent. The mathemati-

cal formulation for the method is straightforward
155.61]; a detailed description of the formubtion in
the context of hyperthermia is contained in References 9 and 62.
Spurn Cons;d"al;ons
Figure 4 is a block diagram of an adaptive hyperthermia system controlled by a gradient-search algorithm.
Transmit weights W1j' . . . • w"}' ... , wNj at the jth
iteration are shown at the [Op of the figure. The
tra.nsmit phased-array al1tcnna induces a voltage across
the terminal of the ;,h receive field-probe antenna.
(Note: Figure 4 assumes that the system lIses an array
of Naux field probes.) For any given configura.tion of

Control
Transmit
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(ith state)

• ••

n

N

Transmit
Receive,
compute,
and control

Transmit
array

ith receive probe (total of N' UJ probes)
Gain - . .
Adjust a

i=1.2•...• N. U •
Feedback signal (PI)

~---'--~
Received power p

Compute
weight search
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FIGURE4. Block diagram of gradient-search algorithm for adaptive-focusing hyperthermia system.
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fewer chan abour 15 iterations, depending on rhe
gradieOl~search Slep size {j,1/J.

Materials and Methods
The hyperthermia phased~array system used in these
measurements is rhe Labrhermics MicrOlherm-1000
planar phased-array applicator (Figure I). The system
consists a 15 x 15-cm planar array with a 4 x 4 grid
of 16 uniformly spaced square waveguide elements
operaring ar 915 MHz (Figure 2). Figure 5 shows a
phorograph of Ihe planar phased-array applicator.
Because of the water bolus covering the applicator,
{he array are nOI
the acwal waveguide radialOrs
visible in dle photograph. The aperture dimensions
of the individual waveguides are 3.8 X 3.8 cm, and
the waveguides arc filled wirh a high-dielectricconstant material to provide maximum radiation
ar 915 MHz. The waveguides are linearly polarized
with the dominant E-field component aligned with
they-direction (refer to Figure 2).
The 16 individual waveguides are driven by 16
high-power ampliFiers with up to 35-W average power
per channel. The power applied to each element is
cOlllrollable in 10% increments of the adjustable mas·
ter power leveL E.1.ch of Ihe 16 active channels has an
electronically controlled variable phase shifter (8 bits,
0° w 360°) for focllsing, the array. The phased~array
applicawr can be driven in incoherent mode (with 16
independently operating sources with frequencies ncar
915 M Hz) or coherent mode (with a single-frequency
gener.uor :md independent control of the relative phase
of each aperture to within 1.5°). Invasive Luxtron
fiber~optic temperature sensors [63] are included wirh
the Microtherm-l000 system to monitor the lempcratures obtained during tre:ltmenc.
To prevent excess heating of a patient's skin surF.tce, the Microlherm-IOOO uses a cool-waler bolus
placed between the patient and the phased array. The
bolus consisls of deionized water, which has a very
low microwave propagalion loss, contained within ;l
flcxible membrane Ihal can be expanded outward to 6
to 8 cm in from of the applicalOr fuce to improve the
microwave coupling berween Ihe applicator and tisSllC. Thc bolus rcmpcrarure is conrrollcd by circulating cooling water through a thermal-conduction plas~
ric-tubing heat exchanger located in the outer cdges

or

or

FIGURE 5. The 915-MHz microwave planar phased-array
applicator used in the Microlherm-I(XXI.

the transmit weights, each weight is dithered by a
small amoufll in amplirucle and phase, and rhe received power :H the irh probe is stored in the computer for calculation of rhe lora I received power from
the array of N aux probes, the amplitude and phase
search directions [62], and rhe updated (j + Ihh
lrallsmil-weighr configuration. Olle rr.msmit weight
is dithered with the remaining transmit weights in
their jlh state. The process continues unci! Ihe
(j + l)th weight configuration has converged. Based
on other measurements (10, 121 nOi shown here,
convergence for adaptive focusing occurs typically in

High-resistance
sensor leads

60 knfm

/

,-----'\/W------,-,----\ +
Diode to measure
magnitude of E-fjeJd

500 n

sooo

FIGURE 6. Amplifier circuit for E-field probe.
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HyprTlh~rmi'l

Syslrm

16·channel
phased-array antenna - - -

Dipole probe
Sugar/saline liquid - - - phantom

:..,;:.~-- Probe (if, Y, z)
positioner

FIGURE 7. Dipole probe, probe (x, Y, z) posilioner system, and the muscle-equivalent phantom lank.

of the bolus housing. To improve the cooling capacity
and transient control of the bolus in the Microtherm1000, researchers at UCSF replaced the heal exchanger
inside the bolus with a closed~circllit pumping sYSlem
that circubres remperaulre-controlled deionized waler directly through the bolus compartment in series
with a heat exchanger mounted in a temperatureregulated water bath.
The E·field probe [51, 52. 54J used in our mea~
surements was fabricated at UCSF and integrated
wilh Ihe Microtherm-I 000 system. The E-field sen~
sor is a Schottky detector diode (Hewlett-Packard
HP-3486 with an olller diameter of 1.9 mm) with the
diode leads arranged to form a dipole a/Henna of I em
lengrh. The sensor is coupled to an amplifier circuit
(Figure 6) via high-resislance lead material to minimiz.e perturbation of the fields. (Notc: Manuf.1crured
by Holaday Industries. the lead malerial has an outer
diameter of 1.2 mm, including the outer insulation.)
The rectified DC OutpUt voltage is a fUllction of the
E-ficld squared in the orienrarioll of the dipole leads.
Figure 7 shows the dipole probe hardware and (x. y. z)
positioner. A 12~bit analog-to-digital (AID) converter
samples Ihe E~ficld probe signal.
In our experi melltS, we used a liquid Illuscle-equiva-

lem phantom (sugar and salt dissolved in deioniz.ed
water) to approximate human tissue. The electrical
properties of the phantom (a ~ 1.38 Siemens/m and
rdative permittivity £t = 54.7 (641) were similar to
that of high-water-colllent Ilssue at 915 MHz (a =
1.28 Siemens/m :md £, = 51.0 [65J). The liquid phan~
tom was contained within a 50 X 50 X 22-cm-deep
Plexiglas tank, which is shown in Figure 7.
The UCSF hyperthermia array is controlled and
monitored by an MS-DOS-hased personal compurer
sysrem with software that implements the gradienrsearch adaplive-focusing algorithm. The software, developed by Lincoln Laboratory and integr::ued by
UCSF with the l..abrhcrmics SySlem, allows the operalOr to run an adaptive-focusing algorithm chat uses
the OUtput power of the E·fidd probe as a feedback
signal during rhe gradienr se:lrch. The adaptive~focus
ing algorithm uses only phase control 10 maximize
the E-rield at the probe's position.
Measured Results
R~vi~w of£arliu

Investigations at UCSF

Because of inter-element mlltual~collpling effeclS in
the phased array and because of the variation that can
~OlUW( 5 Ulll!l ,. liU
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FIGURES. Measured E-field radiation pattern fort he Microtherm-1000 planar
phased array focused at (a) z = 7 em in thedeionized-water phantom (propagation loss 0.3 dB/em), resulting in a well-focused beam; and at (bl z :::
4 em in the muscle-equivalent liquid phantom (propagation loss 3 dB/em),
resulting in a beam that is not centered at the desired location. In the
experiment, the UCSF systematic iterative-search algorithm was used to
focus the array. (Note: The radiation pattern contours are shown in 10%
power intervals and the location of the focusing probe is indicated with a red
"+"sign.)
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be expected in phamom m:uerials and humans, it was
not possible to select II priori the correct phases to
foclis rhe Microtherrn-IOOO 149J. [n addition, research was hampered by an inability to calibrate or
preset the MicrOlherm- J OOO's individual phase shifters
accurately 10 absolute values. Anempts at using theoretically selected ph:tses th:\{ were applied to each
clement produced, at best, marginal results in a water
ph:lI11om.
To compensate for these problems and to accommodate expected tissue heterogeneities in vivo, a phase
selection, or optimiz:nion. scheme was developed at
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UCSF to select the phasing of each transmit channel
ireralively for the maximization of the measured SAR
at the desired location. A computer/soFtware system
linked to the Microtherm~IOOO turned on individual
c1emclHs of the phased arr.ty in a predetermined se·
quence :lnd adjusted the phasing iter:ni'lcly until a
maximulll SAR was obtained.
In the process, clemelH F (see Figure 2) is turned
on ;It :t 0° phase with :til other clements turned off.
Next. element K is turned on and adjusted iter.tri'ldy
in phase (from 0° to 360° in J0 0 increments) to
obt:tillthe maximum SAR reading. ElemenrG is then
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rurned on and similarly adjusted until a new maximum SAR reading is obt:lined. This process cominues for the remaining e1emen15 in the following sequence: J, B, 0, . C, E, L. H, I, A, I~ M, and D.
During this systematic iterarive·~arch process. the
previously tested elements are kept on at their opri.
mi7..ed values while the n~t element in the sequence
is turned on and ph~ adjuSted to maximize the
SAR. The entire procedure, from the adjwting of
demen! F through 0, takes approximately 1 min to
complete. Experimen15 wing this phasing approach
have bttn conducted with different marerials; deionized-water, tissue-equivalem liquid phantoms, and a

p;g<h;gh [50J.
With the UCSF systematic iterative-search algorithm, it was possible to focus the Microtherm-lOOO
:n depths of 7 em in the deionized·w~uer phantom, as
shown in Figure 8(a). (Note: The measured E-field
radiation pattern COntours in the figure are given in
10% power imervals.) Clearly, maximum radialion
occurs in the deionized water in the viCinity of the
desired focus. Based on the 50% SAR value, [he
maximum penetration depth is 15 em in the deionized·water medium. Using the same algorithm, similar focusing attempts in a muscle·cquivalem phantom
(Figure 8(bJ) did nOI generale a useful focused beam
at deplh but produced, in essence, a collimated beam
with a beam peak effectively .11 the surface of the
phantom. The data in Figure 8(b) indicate a maximum penetration depth of 3 cm. based on the 50%
contour, which reaches z '" 3 cm.
The microwave propagation loss in deionized water is 0.3 dB/cm. whereas the loss in the muscle·
equivalent phantom is dose to 3 dB/cm. Clearly the
high propagation loss in muscle tissue contributed
greatly to the system's inability to focus at the desired
depth. Nevertheless, a 3-Clll penetration depth is still
potentially useful for certain shallow tumors.
The efficacy of the UCSF systematic iterative~search
algorithm was also evaluated with a pig thigh in which
an implamed SAR sensor was used [0 oplimize the
phase. Figure 9 shows the in vivo experiment.:ll ~tup
with trial focus posilions (at z '" 2.5 and 4.5 cm)
indicted by the shaded circles located on the central
axis. In the incoherent mode with the 16 waveguides
operating indepcndend)" [he measured SAR pattern

in Figure 10(3) indic:ues a maxImum penetration
depth of aboUl 1 cm (for a 50% SAR) on the central
axis. This result is consistent with a microwave propa~
gation loss of3 dB/cOl. Figures IO(b) and IO(c) show
the measured SAR palterns for a focus at z'" 2.5 and
4.5 em, respectively. For the focus at z '" 2.5 cm, the
measured ma.-cimum penetration depth (on the principal axis) is 2.3 em, and the beun peak is at z'" 1 cm.
For the focus a[ z = 4.5 em, the penetration depth is
only 1.9 em. and the beam ~ is at the surface of
the target.
Intuitively. one would expect the Z= 4.5-cm focus
to penemue more deeply than the z '" 2.5-cm focus,
but instead the measurements indic:ne a reduction in
penetration depth when the focus is increased beyond
z'" 2.5 cm. This discrepancy was the principal reason
Ih:tt UCSF was interested in comparing the Lincoln

Trial focus points
• 2.Scm deep
• 4.Scm deep
Applicator

Multisensor
temperature probe (16)

Pig thigh
muscle

FIGURE 9. UCSF e~perimenta' test setup tor in vivo mea·
surements 01 a pig thigh (propagalion loss = 3 dB/em).
Note thai temperature measurements are taken at numerous sites by 16 multisensor temperature probes spaced
1 em apart. Each 01 the 16 probes measures the temperature at 7 diHerent vertical locations spaced 1 em apart.
Thus temperalures within the pig thigh are measured on a
l-cm x l-em grid at 112 sItes.
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Labor,Hory gradiclH-search algorithm wilh the systcmalic iterative-search algorithm that had beell used.
In Figure 11, the measured SAR is compared with
the temperature distribution (or the 2.5~cm~focus case
(Figure IO\bJ), and the twO sets of data are consistent.
That is, the peak temperature value occurs near the
peak of the SAR distribution. (Note: SAR is defined
here as cA TIAI. where c is the specific heal, and A Tis
[he change in temperature over the time interval 6.1.)
From the results shown in Figure 8(a), we con~
eluded th;H the systemaric irer.nive-search algorithm
could be used to focus the Microtherm-IOOO in a
10w~loss deionized-water phantom. With the muscle
phalllolll and pig thigh, however, the algorithm did
nOl result in useful focuses (although it did illustrate a
possible improvement in penetration depth). Thus
one question that remained concerned the effectiveness of the systematic iterative-search algorithm. In
particular, we were eager to investigate whether bener
focusing in a lossy medium could be obtained with an
adaptive oprimi7A1rion algorithm, as had been considered previously [7,10, 12J.
New MtllSlfrtlflmfs at UCSF
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UCSF and Lincoln Laboratory began collaborating
in June 1992 to implement an adaptive-focusing,
gradienHearch algorithm with the Microtherm-I 000.
Experiments were performed wi[h the deionized-water and the musc1e~eqtli~lent liquid phantoms. Phase
focusing was attempted III the central axis of the
Microtherm applicator at depths of6 and 8 cm from
rhe lowest ridge on the applicator housing with an
addirional 3~cm path length in deionized water from
the apertures to this point.
Measured E-freld pacterns (Figure 12) with the
focus set at 8 em indicate that both optimi"l.:ltion
FIGURE 10. Measured specific absorption rate (SAR) for
the Microtherm-l000 planar phased array illuminating the
pig thigh of Figure9: (a) incoherent mode with all elements
incoherently driven, (b) focused at z = 2.5 cm, and (c)
focused at z = 4.5 cm. For parts band c, the UCSF systematic iterative-search algorithm was used to focus the array.
(Note: SAR Is defined here as c!:lT/t!J, where c is the spe~
cific heat, and t!.T is the change in temperature over the
time interval t!J
30 sec. The location of the focusing
probe is indicated with a red "+" sign. )
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of (a) measured SAR and (b) temperature distributions (given in degrees centigrade for steady-state conditions aher 10 min) for the Microtherm-1000 system focused at 2.5 em in the pig
thigh of Figure 9. In the experiment, the UCSF systematic iterative-search algorithm was used to focus the
Microtherm-l000. (Note: SAR is defined here ascAT/M, wherec is the specific heat, and AT is the change in
temperature overthetime interval At = 30 sec. The location of the focusing probe is indicated with a red "+"
sign.)

schemes-the UCSF systematic iterarive~search focusing algorithm and the Lincoln Laboratoryadaptive gradient-search focusing algorithm-work similarly. Both algorithms result in well-defined focused
beams :11 the desired depths. The current measurelllents do not consider field mappings in other vertical and horii'-Omal planes. Such additional mappings
:lre necessary to characterize the locations and m:lgnimdes of the E-field siddobes and possible grating
lobes.
It is interesting to nOte that the radiation patterns
in Figure 12 exhibit a z.-dependellt ripple with spacing approximately equal to 1.8 cm. We suspected that
this ripple was caused by a standing-wave pattern
cre:necl by incident and renectcd waves in the phantom water tank. By assuming a dieleCtric constant of
80 and an electrical conductiviry of 0.19 Siemens/m,
we calculated the wavelength of915-MHz microwave
radiation in deionized water as 3.6 cm. Thus the
ripple spacing was equal to one-half the wavelength,
as was expected with a standing-wave pattern.
Measurements in the muscle-equivalent phantom
were performed at a depth of 4 cm for three cases of
amplitude illumination: equal illumination applied at

100% of the selected power level of 5 W (Figure 13),
adjllstcd uniform illumination with premeasured SAR
amplitudes for each element (Figure 14) [49], and
inverse~tapered illumination with the application of
double the power to the outer elements (Figure 15).
These radi:uion-parrcrn measurements arc similar to
those obtained in earlier studies with the UCSF systematic itcrativc~search algorithm [50]. Note that (here
are only minor differences between lhe three radiation patterns of Figures 13 through 15. It is very likely
that the four-element group at [he center of the array
is the dominant contriblllor to the radiation pattern
shape.
Lastly, Figure [6 shows the convergence of the
gradient-search steepest-ascent algorithm for the case
of the 4-cm focal depth. The measured E-field at the
fOClIS has been ploned on the y-axis in power in
decibels by computing 1Olog(p), where p is the value
(measured power) of the AID convener. In the figure,
the focal-probe power increases by 17 dB over the 15
iterations with the data indicating convergcnce in
abour 7 iterations.
In the experiments. each phase shifter was controlled by an 8-bit D/A convener that had 256 states
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FIGURE 12. Comparison 01 measured two-dimensional radiation pallerns of the
Mierotherm-1000 with focal depth of 8 cm in deionized-water phantom: (a) UCSF syslematic iterative-search focusing algorithm and (b) lincoln laboratory adaptive gradient-search focusing algorithm. (Note: The radiation patterns are shown in 10% power
levels.)
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FIGURE 13. Effect of array illuminatIon on radiation panern for the case of Uniform illumination: (a) array illumination (in
percent of the selected power level of 5 W) and (b) resulting two·dimenSlonal radiation pattern (in 10% power levels) of the
Mic,otherm·tOOO using Uncoln Laboratoryadaptlve-focuslOg algorithm with 4-em focal depth in a muscle-equivalent liquid
phantom. Notethat the power level of each waveguide Isattoo% relative to each other. The location olthe focusing probe is
indicated with a red "+" sign.
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FIGURE 14. Effect 01 array illumination on radiation pattern for the case 01 adjusted uniform illumination: (a) array illumination (in percent of the selected power level of 5 W) and (b) resulting two-dimensional radiation pallern (in lOot. power levels)
of the Microtherm-1000 using lincoln Laboratory adaptive·focusing algorithm with 4-cm focal depth in a muscle-equivalent
liquid phantom. Note that the power level 01 each waveguide has been adjusted to provide equal amplitude as measured at
a receive probe located at the 4-cm deplh. The location of the focusing probe is indicated with a red "+" sign.
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FIGURE t5. Effect of array illumination on radiation pallern for the case of inverse-tapered illumination: (a) array illumination (in percent of the selected power level of 5 W) and (b) resulting two-dimensional radiation pallern (in 10% power levels)
of the Mlcrotherm-tOOO using Lincoln laboratory adaptive-focusing algorithm with 4-cm focal depth in a muscle-equivalent
liquid phantom. The power level 01 the outer ring 01 waveguides has been adjusted to provide twice the power of the inner
ring of elements as measured at a receive probe located at the 4-cm depth. The location of the locusing probe is indicated
with a red "+" sign.
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FIGURE 16. Measured E-fieJd focused at z
4 em as a function of
adaptive phase-focusing gradient-search iteration number for a muscleequivalent liquid phantom. The power level at the focus increases by
17 dB as a result of the Lincoln Laboratory adaptive gradient-search
algorithm.

covering a range from 0° to 360°. We chose a maximum Step size!:l.4J equal co five D/A states, which we
felt would guaramee convergence and stability of the
gradient~search algorithm. Each iteration rook less
than I min to execute; thus the array was focused
automatically in less than 10 min, which should be a
shon enough time for patient ther:tpy. We did not
investigate varying the step size tlrp, which would have
affeC!ed [he rate of convergence.
The results from these investigations indicate that
the low number (16) of array antenna clements, the
high anenuation of the signal from the outer ele~
menrs in the array. and the irregular beam patterns of
rhe individual elemems prevent the Micrmherm-l 000
from producing a well-defined focus in lossy muscle
tissue al any appreciable depth beyond 3 cm. Because
twO proven types of phase~oplimiz. l tion routinesthe systemalic ilCrativc-search algorithm and the gra~
dient-search algorithm-have yielded similar results.
we are confident that the measured data truly depicl
lhe best possible performance of the Microtherm1000 system.
The usc of beam shaping and different illumination smllegies to improve the penetradon depth could
be investigated in the fUlme, but significant improvement is not cxpected. Instead, a better strategy for

improving the effective penelration depth might be
[he use of a curved phased-array applicator with the
radiating antenna e1emenu pointed directly toward
the focus {Q provide nearly equivalent path lengths
ro the focal point from each radiating element. This
type of array geometry will be investigated in
future measurements.
Conclusion
The power-deposition capabilities of a microwave plaIlar phased-array hyperthermia system using an adaptive-focusing algorithm have been characterized experimentally at the University of California at San
Francisco. The measurements shown in this article
demonstrate that an adaptive feedback gradient-search
foclIsing compUler algorithm developed at Lincoln
Laboratory can be used to control the E-field radia~
tion pattern of the MicrOlherm-1 000. a commercial
hyperthermia system consisting of a planar phased
array with 16 antennas operating at 915 MHz. In OLlr
experiments, the algorithm was used {Q focus the EIIdd (i.e., maximi7.e the power deposition) of the
phased array at a desired target position.
The adaptive algorithm uses a gradient-search feedback technique (method of steepest ascent). In the
algorithm, transmil-weight phase dithering is used
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along widl E-field probe power measuremClllS at the
desired target position to calculate the required
gradient-search directions for sequentially and iteratively focusing all antenna element phase shifters of
the array. The algorithm produces t'\vo-dimensional
radiation pauerns thai arc similar 10 those produced
by a systematic iterative-search algorithm that had
been demonsrrated previously at UCSF.
E-field focusing is intended to maximize the microwave power delivered 10 a tumor site relative 10 the
power deposiled in surrounding normal tissues. The
data presented in this 3.rtide suggest that this goal can
be achieved for shallow tumors (i.e., tumors less than
3 em beneath the skin surface) with a microwave
planar phased-array hyperthermia system using adaptive focusing. Measurements have proven that a planar phased army at 915 MHz c.:m provide a useful
focus in lossy muscle tissue (dielectric loss of 3 dBI
em) at a maximum depth of 3 em.
With the hardware and software modifications
implemented at UCSF, the 16-channel 915-MHz
Microtherm-IOOO system can now serve as a testbed
for new types of adaptive phased-array applicalOrs.
Fumre measurementS may investigate other types of
applicators, for example, a new noninvasive adaptive
phased array of monopole antennas operating at
915 MHz (recently designed and fabricated at Lincoln Laboratory [66]). Other non-planar array microwave applicators arc under development that should
provide much needed geomerric flexibility for conforming (Q contoured body surfaces. Conformable
spiral microslTip antennas [461 have been used successfully for superficial hearing with noncoherent arrays, bUI (hese armys will very likely prove difficult to
focus a[ depth because of the radiated electric field,
which is circularly polarized and has a somewhal
higher normal field component. An alternative design
of a lightweight, conformable microwave antenna has
been repoTted ill Reference 67. Although this antenna
also has a complex radialed field with an electric field
oriented radially across a circumferential gap and a
significanr normal field component. this multi-element array has demonstrated phase focusing:H depth
in preliminary experiments at UCSF [681. Perhaps
most suitable for usc as a multi-element conformable
array applicator for phase-focused heating at depth is

the Current Sheet Applicator design [44,69], which
has a linearly polarized elecrric field oriented tangentialtO the body surface for the simplified phasing of
adjacent elements.
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